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EDITOR’S CORNER
Taming Power
of The Small

T

his edition includes several useful articles that deal with the topic of managing
change in retail organizations.
David McMahon discusses one of the best
places to get game-changing ideas. Karen
Florence explains how to effectively motivate
associates and employees to do things differently. Joe Capillo and Rene’ JohnstonGingrich look at common reasons why
change initiatives fail, plus give practical
advice on how to keep them moving forward.
Often, organizational change is the result
of exposure to big ideas that can transform
the nature of a business and how its employees, customers and supplers interact.
Other times, change can be fostered by
something as small as a shift in attitude, a
word of encouragement, or a smile. So while
you are looking for those necessary gamechanging ideas, also consider small actions
that can create subtle tipping points in the way
people interact, business policies are implemented and profitability enhanced. Just as a
slight breeze can move a sailboat becalmed,
so can the taming power of the small help
move organizations in new directions.

-Russell Bienenstock, Editorial Director
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The Retail Observer

OPEN THIS BOX
Four out of the box ideas for retailers who do the same things year after year.
by Gordon Hecht

Greek legend tells us that in
ancient times the beautiful
Pandora, daughter of Zeus,
King of the Gods, was given a
jar with instructions not to open it.
Later, stories refer to the jar as a box.
Eventually curiosity got the better of
her. She unlocked the box and let the
contents free. The box contained all
the evils of the world. She tried to
close the box, but could only reseal it
with one virtue still inside-Hope.
Business strategies, programs and
merchandising are very much like
Pandora’s Box. With the high cost of
advertising, human resources, and
fixed expenses it gets more treacherous to experiment with unproven
ideas. Many retailers, therefore,
ignore their curiosity and rely on
methods that are worn out from years
of repetition. For example, one retailer in my area has used the same ROP
for over 3 years.
The idea of investing in something
radical that might bring great rewards
but could fail, is tempting to many
retailers. But, most take comfort in the
status quo.
For a moment, forget what you
know. Think about the person or peo8
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ple who started your organization.
They thought they had a better way to
make a buck, and set out on their own
to do things their own way. They
brought new promotions, new operations, new sales process, and new displays. Chances are they failed a few
times, but succeeded more often,
which is why you have a job today!
If there were a Pandora’s Box for
retail ideas, here are some that might
be set free. The only evil is that you
may not even take a chance on one of
them, and will continue doing the
same ordinary things that yield the
same ordinary results.
Salesman’s Day Off: I am a firm

believer in the 80/20 rule. I’ll even
split the 20! Ten percent of the shoppers in your store WILL BUY, despite
what you do. Even if your sales team
is rude, sloppy or inattentive, some
people will buy from you just because
they want the merchandise you are
selling. Conversely, another ten percent will never buy from you even if
you have the best looking store, people, and pricing. Based on that ten
percent number, an RSA with a 25%
close rate, is really closing 15% of the
people they greet. The other 10%

would buy without them.
Have you ever wanted to measure
the actual effective close rate of your
sales team? This is the number of
people who are influenced by your
team to make a buying decision. Try
the Salesman’s Day Off Promotion!
Here’s the concept. My days in
retail were filled with two complaints
from shoppers- #1 Your Sales People
attacked me at the door, and #2 No
one offered to help me. Shoppers
don’t want anyone to help them, until
they are ready for help.

“Take a few midweek
days and promote that
you will have no salespeople working in the
store. All merchandise
will be plainly marked
with pricing and stock
numbers.”
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OPEN THIS BOX
Take a few midweek days and promote that you will have no salespeople working in the store. All merchandise will be plainly marked with
pricing and stock numbers. Have a
greeter at the door (perhaps a security guard) provide your shoppers with
paper, pencil and information on
where to find ordering information on
your merchandise. Let them know that
when they complete their selections,
they can bring their order blank to the
cash office for payment and delivery
dates. You might even sweeten the
pot with a discount equal to your
commission rate (We Pay You to
Shop!).
It becomes the best of the “Click”
mixed with the best of the “Brick”, all
the leisurely browsing of online shopping, and you get to feel and touch
the merchandise!
Annual Delivery Charge: Whether
items they purchase cost $299 or
$20,000, shoppers hate to pay delivery charges. Sure, you could raise
your pricing, and call it FREE delivery,
but then your pricing may not be competitive.
We also know that the hottest time

mattress sales:
THE BEST OVERALL
RESOURCE FOR
MATTRESS SALES
PROFESSIONALS
291 pages of sales boosting power.
For more information or to order visit...
http://www.bedsellersmanual.com
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for shoppers to buy furniture is within
90 days of buying furniture. This is a
result of placing new furniture in a
house full of existing furniture. It just
makes the old furniture look older!
But some shoppers won’t purchase
more, just because they don’t want to
invest another $59-199 in another
delivery charge.
You can overcome the pressures of
dropping delivery charges and welcoming shoppers back into your store.
Simply charge delivery ONCE, and it
is good for any purchases for the next
365 days. Call it an annual delivery
charge. At the price of $99 (or your
prevailing rate) your shopper gets
home delivery today and FREE delivery on any additional items purchased
to their home for a full year.
Your first thought is, “What if I have
to cover the cost of delivering a lot of
$199 tables, rugs, and lamps?” The
last time I checked, those are sales
too! And probably sales you are not
making today. Ask your non-furniture
friends about Amazon Prime. They
charge $79 for free shipping for a full
year. People who have Amazon Prime
shop that site often and buy the Prime
merchandise. Just like that famous

“Stop paying
commission on
items that are
clerked and pay
double commission on
add-on merchandise.”

website, I can guarantee this... the
next time your shopper is in the market, they will shop your store first!

Subscribe!
FURNITURE WORLD
Six powerful issues.

In-depth articles help retailers
boost sales, cut costs and
identify opportunities.

Subscribe at

www.furninfo.com
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“First, change your sales and operational paradigm
towards an expectation that every shopper enters your
store wanting to find something to buy. It’s true for
Kohl’s, Wal-Mart, Taco Bell, Victoria’s Secret, and even
Jake Jabs’ American Furniture Warehouse.”
Pay Zero or Flat Commission on
“Clerked” items: Some of your sales

team may actually be selling. All the
others may just be clerking. The difference is the result of your Shoppers’
experiences in your store. People who
want a new living room look come to
your store asking for a sofa. Your
CLERKS find a sofa for them and get
the order placed. Your SELLERS
describe the experience of having a

complete coordinated look complete
with accent items and place a 10 item
order. In most cases, you pay them at
the same rate.
This next suggestion will cause anxiety for your low performers and your
top people will delight in their anticipated earnings. Stop paying commission on items that are clerked and
double commission on add-on merchandise. Go to zero commission (or

flat rate $10) on main items such as
sofas, dining tables, headboards and
footboards, and reward your team for
adding the love seat, recliner, rugs,
lamps, and pictures along with dining
chairs, chests, night stands, and mattresses. You’ll profit from the increase
in average sale, your shoppers will be
more satisfied with their complete
rooms. Your operations and display
team will be delighted with the velocity of typical slow moving items. You
may even consider TRIPLE commission
on orphan merchandise. That’s a nice
name for the high dollar furniture that
you end up blowing out at 70% off
during your warehouse liquidation
sales... think about ottomans, china
cabinets, and armoires.
The Dream of 80% Close: During a
recent flight for business, I was seated
next to an executive from a leading
national Cable TV provider. She asked
me what a typical closing rate is for
furniture store sales associates. I told
her that some stores like to claim
25%, and others who mis-measure
tell me 40%, but the ugly truth is that
Retail Furniture experiences around a
12
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22% close rate. (If you think your
close rate is 40%+, then invite me to
your store for a weekend and we’ll
count incoming traffic together!).
She laughed for a moment-and
when I returned the question to her,
she replied that 80% of incoming
sales calls to her company resulted in
some sort of transaction-including
new service, upgraded programing or
equipment, and pay-per-view. Their
operators were trained to ask for
some incremental sale, no matter how
large or small. They set up their training, product assortment and sales
process to make sure that every time
the phone rings, the register also
rings.
If you are weary of spending $30 to
$100 per guest in advertising costs
only to see 78% of your shoppers
leave empty-handed, then it’s time to
change your operation with processes
designed to make sure every time the
door swings, the register rings. The
secret isn’t reducing the price of shopworn accessories, or playing “Let’s
Make a Deal” with your margin dollars.
First, change your sales and operational paradigm towards an expectation that every shopper enters your

store wanting to find something to
buy. It’s true for Kohl’s, Wal-Mart,
Taco Bell, Victoria’s Secret, and even
Jake Jabs’ American Furniture
Warehouse. Each of those businesses
promotes Must-Have merchandise,
new introductions, limited promotions, Too Cute not to Buy, or Special
Purchases to ensure that every
inbound shopper leaves as a departing customer. Their point of purchase
signage directs you towards those
items, their sales teams tell every
shopper, and displays convey the feeling their shoppers will have once they
own the item. Every item is available
to take home today, and the checkout process is hassle free!
Start your own program-first, making buying at your store easy. Ensure
that your shoppers can pay for these
purchases in 90 seconds or less, without having to give their name or email address. Get the coolest and
hippest people on your team to suggest and select the items you will promote. It doesn’t necessarily have to
be a furniture item. It can be a multipurpose desk lamp for a kid’s room,
outdoor carpet in the summer and
doormats in the winter, serving tables,
or bed for a pet. Promote three different items every day. Next, be sure that

“Simply charge delivery ONCE, and it is good for
any purchases for the next 365 days. Call it an
annual delivery charge.”

the merchandise is available in your
store, and can be transported home in
a compact car. Assembly should be
minor. Build one or more merchandise stacks in your most traveled walkways. Your sales team should lead
your shoppers to this unbelievable
value. Pricing should be less than
lunch for four people at TGI Friday’s.
That’s the amount people will spend
without agonizing over the cost.
Let your team know what your cost
of advertising is, and that you are
looking for some return on that advertising cost. The greater your return,
the more you will advertise and the
more shopping traffic they will have.
Soon, your store will be known as the
place to shop for the next cool product at the really hot price!

CONCLUSION
Curiosity killed the cat. And lack of
curiosity is killing your business! Now
that you’ve peeked inside the lid of
Pandora’s Box, you need to make a
decision about your business and how
it operates. You choose, lock the box
now and seal it-and maybe things will
change for the better. Or tap your
entrepreneurial strength and leap
towards a chance that your store will
soar to the top. I hope you choose to
tear that box open!
Gordon Hecht: Gordon Hecht is a
39 year maverick of the Home
Furnishing business starting as a
Delivery Helper in Las Vegas, NV.
Following a successful sales, store
management, and multi-store management career he joined Ashley
Furniture Industries. In his role as
National Director of Sales for Ashley
Sleep Gordon helps Retailers improve
Bedding Sales through training, merchandising and display. He lives in
Columbus, OH with his wife Michelle.
Any questions or comments about
this article or about any retail issue
can be directed to Gordon at
Ghecht@ashleyfurniture.com.
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THE TRANSFORMATIVE
ERFORMANCE GROUPS
by David McMahon
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wice a year for the
past several years I
have been travelling
as a guide for two
groups of twenty retailers
in an ongoing quest. We
have been from Alaska to
Aruba, from San Diego to
New York, and to many
places in between. We’ve
evaluated countless stores
and warehouses as part of
our semi-annual performance meetings. It sounds
like fun, and it is, but it is
also work, a never-ending
quest for continual business improvement.
As a group leader, I see how executives in performance groups are able
to leverage each other’s advice. They
develop a business camaraderie
which exists “outside” the day-to-day
operations that allows them to

“DMAIC is one Six Sigma
methodology that can be
adapted to continuously
develop a retailer’s
operation in any area
of the supply chain.”
16
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achieve better results than they could
achieve on their own.
You can probably tell that I am a
fan of these groups called by various
names including performance groups,
best practice groups, peer groups and
20 groups (in the auto industry). There
are a number of consultants in our
industry that host them.
In this article, some powerful practices that act as a catalyst for growth
will be discussed. You can use them to
help you make your business operations more efficient, maximize sales,
profitability, and cash flow.

FOUR PERFORMANCE
GROUP PRACTICES
Practice #1: Kaizen (改善) and Six
Sigma. Kaizen is the Japanese term

for never-ending improvement at all
levels of an organization. It is a philosophy that has been used successfully in the manufacturing, retail, and
service sectors to help businesses continuously seek and implement ways to
get to the next level. To me, this concept is at the core of the power of performance groups. It forms the necessary strategic, out-of-the-box thinking
and ATTITUDE that is required for
growth. It is a “big picture” approach
with an eye on incremental steps forward.
The odd thing with big picture thinking is that seemingly simple ideas can

have massive impact on retail operations. Performance group members
engage each other with open minds.
They understand that interaction with
people from outside their business
who understand their challenges can
cause a golden light bulb to turn on.
The most common questions asked
in these groups are about how to handle retail challenges. When you get
twenty smart professionals, who can
walk the talk, unselfishly helping other
professionals to improve, one thing is
certain: there’s lots of sharing of qualified answers and opinions based on
first hand experiences.
Related to the Kaizen way is the Six
Sigma approach. It is a methodology
that can be used tactically to continuously improve efficiency and minimize
operational errors. Leaders such as
Jack Welch at GE have used Six
Sigma techniques for process
improvements. Performance group
members take a similar path to identify challenges and take positive
actions.
DMAIC Methodology: DMAIC is one

Six Sigma methodology that can be
adapted to continuously develop a
retailer’s operation in any area of the
supply chain including marketing,
sales,
purchasing,
distribution,
finance, and management reporting.
By way of an example, here is a brief
introduction:
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“Here’s one more example. In fact, this is one of the best ways
that I have ever seen a very profitable business spend $10,000.”

D

efine the challenge/opportunity.

Performance group members are
always looking to advance some area
of their business or a process in it.
However, the particular area often
shows itself unexpectedly. For example, once twenty of us toured a member operation in Texas. After viewing
the distribution center, we travelled to
a second store. There we noticed
some non-producing square footage,
an alternate entrance beside the main
entrance in a strip mall location. The
group was asked to consider how to
handle this space. That’s Bingo when
a golden light bulb moment occurred.
A mattress gallery was the answer.
Here an opportunity arose, the challenge defined and a solution found.

M

easure your current process.

ly data rich. They employ industry specific systems and operating procedures. Over a fairly short amount of
time, a wealth of information builds
up in their databases. This enables
analysis. It is critical to know what
data to extract, how to extract it, when
to extract it, what it is for, and how to
use it to benefit an organization. For
example, suppose a business determines that its inventory is underperforming by measuring performance
against the dollars invested in merchandise. By analyzing inventory,
sales, margin, and investment data
each month by category and vendor,
they will probably find at least a few
segments are pulling the profitability
of the averages down. Analyzing data
properly leads to focus. Focus leads to
the efficient use of resources – most
notably time and money.

Performance group members
measure how they are performing.
mprove your process or create a
They use a variety of metrics to report
new process. Performance group
on and evaluate processes. Within a
retail operation there are a multitude members take action. They make
of job events occurring simultaneous- decisions. They are the opposite of
ly. Management is clueless without those that live by the notion of: “We
proper measures. So, with defined do it that way because we always
measures in place in all departments, have.” Let me continue the prior
an underperforming process will send example of inventory performance.
off a signal. Seek to set measures in After analyzing data, suppose the evithe following operational areas: mar- dence points to a poor re-purchasing
keting, selling, customer manage- process that reduces selling turns for a
ment, purchasing, merchandising, particular vendor due to stock-outs of
best sellers. By recognizing the
receiving, picking, delivery,
problem, new processes can be
billing, accounting, and afterMARKETING
put in place to elevate the persale service.
formance of this vendor. For
nalyze data. Performance
example, a routine scheduled
group members are usualreview of the rates of sale

I

A

CE

FINAN

demand, stock levels of best sellers,
and re-order lead time.

C

ontrol your new process. When

putting a new process in place or
making any operational change for
that matter, be vigilant. One of the
biggest problems retail furniture store
managers exhibit is not the inability to
recognize a problem, but the inability
to continually execute on the solution.
Performance group members face
these same challenges. However, possibly due to their proactive nature they
are more apt to follow up and ensure
the changes that they make are successful. They control the new process.
They continually measure it and analyze the data it produces. If it does not
produce the desired increase in efficiency, they adjust and refine.

Practice #2: Benchmark against
Peers. A powerful reason why perfor-

mance group members are successful
is that they benchmark. They compare
themselves against each other and the
industry at large. Using a host of
operational and financial KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators), each member can see where they are ahead or
behind. This peer comparison is an
important factor in their success.
Here is an example of KPI benchmarking at work: Several businesses
in a group had a fairly decent net
warehousing and delivery expense as
a percent of sales – or so they
thought. Then, in came a member
who showed an expense structure of
half the cost as a percentage. This
made the other members perk up and
ask, “How do you handle that level of
business on such a minimal cost structure?” A combination of elements that
resulted in cost savings included: justin-time purchasing, speedy display,
cross docking, bar coding, appropriate set-up and delivery income, minimized damages, routing technology
and a perfect delivery system.
In the end, businesses learn from
other businesses and industry experts.
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“In came a member who showed
an expense structure of half that
cost as a percentage.”
Some of the smartest people in
this industry are borrowers
who look to see what others
are doing, how they compare,
and improve ideas.
Practice #3: Share and
Give Best Practices. One of

the most powerful sessions
in a meeting of performance-minded business
owners is the best practice
session. It’s where people
share what works (and
what doesn’t). Here, each
person in the group brings

20
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something interesting to the table. The
idea is to make a conscious effort to
deliver a practice or idea that can
help others. In return, each member
gets repaid the favor at least ten-fold
by hearing the ideas of the other participants. Practices include advertising
campaigns, hiring, warehousing and
delivery techniques, digital media,
store design, merchandising tools,
equipment purchases, incentive programs, management processes. There
are no rules other than to make an
effort to help everyone.
Once again, sometimes the simplest ideas can have a massive

impact. Here is another example: A
member shared a story about his frustration with the sheer amount of styrofoam his warehouse crew discarded. It
cost labor hours, trash disposal fees,
took up precious room, and was
wasteful. So, he purchased a foam
recycling machine. Not only did it
squish the stuff into a small block,
freeing up, time, space and money,
but his company was able to generate
revenue by selling the waste. His store
became a recycling point for his city,
generating more funds for the retailer.
Plus, the store received free publicity,
by becoming a known green leader in
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the community.
Here’s one final example of a best
practice shared during a meeting. It’s
one of the best ways that I have ever
seen a very profitable business invest
$10,000. This out-of-the-box retailer
was tired of dropping money on ad
campaign after ad campaign with
questionable results. Instead, he
asked his local news to announce that
he would match any customer’s
Facebook “like” in support of the
charity featured on his Facebook
page with a $1 donation. He received
5,000 “likes” in just a few days, doubled the amount, and gave away a
big fat check on the morning news.
He told us later, “The best marketing
in the world is to give back to the
community in which you do business.”

failures. The peers support each other
in this process – congratulating each
other for achievements and offering
advice in times of failure. In effect,
performance group members become
an impartial, benevolent, and external
board of directors.
When considering how you can
grow your business profitably into the
future, consider some of these ideas
and practices. Commit to a business
lifestyle of continuous improvements.

CHANGE
About David McMahon: David
McMahon, Director of PROFITsystems,
Accellos Performance Groups is a
management consultant and certified
management accountant. He specializes in helping businesses grow profitability, sales, and cash flow. Contact
David if you wish to discuss your business challenges at david.mcmahon@accellos.com.

See all of David’s articles at
http://www.furninfo.com/Authors/List.

Practice #4: Set Goals and Become
Accountable. No goal equals no

plan. No plan is a plan to fail. Those
who set business goals with clear tactics are much more likely to achieve
desirable results. Performance group
members do three very important
things when they meet twice per year.
• They report on the progress of
their goals from the last meeting.
• They hold each other accountable
for achieving those goals.
• They report to the members about
the goals they plan to achieve
before the next meeting.
Often times, group members set
goals after hearing feedback from the
group. In many cases, too, strategic
areas that need attention are suggested by peers. Members agree to take
action and sign their name to it. At
subsequent meetings, members report
the results of their actions and are
held accountable for successes and
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2+2=5

How to tell your staff that you plan to do things differently.
by Karen Florence, CPC

I

f someone told you
that 2+2=5 you
would probably say,
“No way!” It’s the
response of a normal
brain when it encounters
an idea, plan or directive
that goes against a firmly
held worldview. Likewise,
when a customer, salesperson or
friend tells you that some aspect of
your retail business model, or your
thinking is ill advised, it can almost
hurt. Few people like to be told they
are wrong. The same is true when you
tell members of your team, your salespeople and managers that from here
on in you plan to change the way they
perform their jobs.

“Carrots and sticks work
for menial tasks, not the
kinds of productivity you
want from your people.”
22 FURNITURE
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Those of you who read the article in
the January/February issue of
Furniture World about Gallery
Furniture, will remember what Jim
“Mattress Mack” McIngvale experienced when he told his salespeople
that he had decided to make a move
from paying sales commission to
salary.
“When we made the change from
commission to salary,” he noted, “a
lot of the hotshot salespeople who
were making lots of money left, they
didn’t want to be a part of this new
thing. Many of my friends in the furniture business told me I was crazy, that
it would be the ruination of Gallery
Furniture.”
This is an example of how brains
are hardwired to react in certain ways
to maintain individual identity. So, it’s
not surprising that when someone
comes up against an idea like
2+2=5, their ego will initiate feelings
that make them want to deny and
retract.
People generally resist anything
that is out of their normal comfortable
worldview. Note that I did not say,

“worldview that is great” or even
“worldview that is good”. Brains are
hardwired to maintain the status quo,
good or bad. As I often say to clients,
“The status quo is not great, it’s not
even good. But you know how to do
it.” Knowing how to do it is comfortable. That is why furniture retailers
often do the same things over and
over again even though the results
they say they desire don’t materialize.
The purpose of this article is to give
you tools that can be used to convince
your team of managers and associates to give 110 percent support to
your vision, even if it’s a 2+2=5
proposition that may not be easy or
comfortable for them to accept.
As a business owner, high level
exec, or store manger, understanding
how brains work (yours and theirs),
will make it easier to create the movement in your business that alludes
you. So, if you are pitching a new plan
for your business or a 2+2=5 paradigm, there are two main elements to
consider. These are effectively communicating your goals, and then motivating your team.
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“Motivation
is
complicated.
There are many factors that determine why a person is motivated to do something.”
COMMUNICATING GOALS
Helping your team “get it” starts
with your ability to communicate
goals in a way that everyone can
understand and feel comfortable
implementing.
I am not talking about cheerleading. There has to be something in it
for them if you want to motivate people to take action. If you try to convince people to work toward a goal
without this element, you will only get
about 50% effort. If, on the other
hand, they believe in your idea and
are positioned to get a personal
reward, they will become fully invested.
It is easy to see if your people fully
support your ideas by simply listening
carefully to them. Are they making
excuses? Are they complaining? Are
they sitting there listening to you with
a “deer in the headlights” look on
their faces? These are indications that
they don’t get it yet. This is resistance
in action. So, how do you penetrate
their worldview so you can move them
from stuck mode into forward motion
mode?
It is not as hard as you think. But
before you can move forward, consider that getting your team members to
accept your ideas and plans has a
great deal to do with trust. Do your
people believe that you have their
back? If you want to motivate them to
move forward, they need to believe
that you are a leader they can trust to
take on the sticky issues that will arise.
This is a good time to ask yourself if
your team can trust you. If not, you
may need to address this issue before
going forward.
If there is an atmosphere of trust,
communicating your goals, your

plans, and your strategy to those who
will help you achieve what you want
doesn’t have to be scary. Let’s go back
to 2+2= 5 rule. Often the new goals
you set will be viewed as unattainable.
I can hear your team talking at the
back of the store lamenting about
how you must be out of your mind if
you think that goal can ever be
reached. If your goal is especially
challenging, and I hope it is, the resistance will be high.
So, if your coworkers are resistant
to changing a behavior or achieving a

goal that seems out of reach, just call
it out. Say, “what I am about to say
may sound like 2+2=5, which of
course on the surface makes no
sense. However, I want you to consider that there is a point of view that
makes it right. I want you to consider
it.” This can be the beginning of making a crack in a belief system to let the
idea seep in. The brain wants to make
sense of everything. When you make
this statement it gives your associates
a chance to pause and think before
rejecting the idea. And now, you have
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also created curiosity.
Curiosity is so much better
than resistance and anger.
Curiosity is openness at its
best. When we are curious, we are leaning in, we
are focusing and open to
what is coming next.

MOTIVATE
YOUR TEAM

Motivation is complicated.
There are many factors
that determine why a person is motivated to do
something. The main reason is that they want to.
Carrots and sticks work for
menial tasks, not the kinds
of productivity you want
from your people. So how
do you get your people to
“want to”? Understand
that each member of your
team wants the same
thing, but by their own definition. So, how do you approach this
issue skillfully?
Autonomy: To begin with, everyone

wants autonomy. The freedom to
make choices and decisions about
work and how it is done is critical. The
amount of autonomy each member of
your team wants will vary. Give
thought to which of your employees
thrive on lots of autonomy as well as
the ones who need more structure.
Also consider what autonomy looks
like in your store and how that concept might reconcile with goals such
as delivering a consistent experience
to each customer.

Growth: Another factor in motivating
people is the opportunity to grow.
Most job descriptions include a sentence about career advancement.
24
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“Suppose
your
goal
is to increase sales by 10% each month for the next
6 months. That’s a big job. Your staff will resist if
they don’t believe it is possible. ”
That is not what I am talking about. I
am referring to the personal fulfillment
kind of growth. Where do you people
have the chance to become engaged
with self-growth? Everyone has the
desire to do better; to learn more,
which translates into having more to
offer. Do you know your employees
well enough to know their hidden talents? Do you offer them the opportunity to find their own hidden talents
themselves?
The best way to find a hidden talent
is to allow your staff the autonomy to
try new tasks. Let me give you a personal example. When I worked in a
furniture showroom, I was just one of
the salespeople sitting and waiting for
my next “up” to walk thru the door.
One day a manufacturer’s rep offered
an incentive program to sell his line of
leather furniture. I love leather. I went
at that challenge like a chicken on a
June Bug, surprising myself about how
much I learned and what I knew about
leather furniture within a month’s
time. In the end, the rep compensated
me well for my effort and I became the
go-to person in the store about everything leather. Not only that, I stepped
up to help co-workers and became an
unique asset to the store. And
because I felt fulfilled personally, I

gave 110% effort.
Purpose: When we talk about motivation, there is nothing more powerful
than purpose. The “why” behind what
we are doing. “Why” will cancel the
2+2=5 rule. If I can understand why
2+2=5, and make it meaningful to
myself, I can jump on board with you.
Suppose your goal is to increase
sales by 10% each month for the next
six months. That’s a big job. Your staff
will resist if they don’t believe it is possible. All of the structure you put
around this project will be useless
unless you get buy-in from everyone.
Your job is to provide the vision and
the why of that vision. For a more on
how to get to the “Why?” of your business check out the last installment in
this series on the furninfo.com website
at
http://furninfo.com/Authors/
Karen_Florence/26. Once you get
people leaning in and curious, start
asking them for help. “What would
you do if you were me? If this was
your goal, how would you make this
happen? ” Engage your team and
watch their hidden talent rise up.
Watch how they will grab onto your
“Why” if it is compelling. When people are engaged and committed to
the “Why”, given the autonomy to try
new things in an empowering positive

2+2=5
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Tweaking Policies - A Dead-End Effort?

I

t’s human nature to want to fix what needs fixing, not interfere with what
works. Often though, retail owners and managers avoid the most basic
issues holding back their businesses. Instead, they tweak policies and procedures that are already working relatively well, and call that progress.
This can be demotivating to team members, giving them the sinking impression that the problems that most concern them are not going to get solved.
The result is that managers feel good about taking action while their employees feel helpless and start looking for other jobs. And let’s be honest about
this. There are lots of job openings in the furniture field. So if you find that
you are tweaking policies instead of addressing core issues, take a step back
and consider if you would be better served by a 2+2=5 idea.

environment, there is no telling where
you will go. That deer in the headlights look will turn into the face of
satisfaction.
In your business, where do you give
your people opportunity in autonomy,
self growth and purpose? The more
room you make for these three very
important aspects of your employees’
work life, the more they will embrace
any 2+2=5 challenge you can
dream up.
About Karen Florence: Karen
Florence is a Certified Professional
Coach and founder of Tabula Rasa
Coaching, a coaching firm that specializes in transformational coaching
for individuals as well as organizations. She works with people who want
to explore their lives in a deeper way
to create change in their personal,
business and spiritual challenges.
Karen has worked with CEO's and
high level executives around the
world, coaching, mentoring and consulting. She has worked one-on-one
with executives from Pierce Global
Promotions, Pinnacle Foods, Jaguar
Land Rover, The Disney Channel,
BBDO Russia, New York Life, The St.
Croix Foundation, Volvo Italia,
Prudential Life, Intel and The Learning
Channel among others.

When working with Karen, clients’
lives change. With her unique way of
digging for the truth and finding the
answers within her clients, doors open
and circumstances change. Karen's
keen intuition and curiosity often helps

the truth to bubble up in surprising
ways, allowing her clients to see themselves as whole and resourceful individuals moving forward into all that is
possible. Questions about this article
or related to her consulting practice
can be directed to Karen Florence at
karen@tabularasacoaching.com, or
call 610.228.4145.

“Consider what
autonomy looks like
in your store and how
that concept might
reconcile with goals
such as delivering a
consistent experience
to each customer.”
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EIGHT REASONS
WHY RETAIL
CHANGE INITIATIVES

And what you can do about it.
by Joe Capillo

T

his article is based
on the work of John
P. Kotter, Professor
of
Management
Science at the Harvard
Business School. I’ve been
following Kotter’s work for
over two decades, and I
hope this provides some
good food for thought
around how you can bring
substantive changes to
your company and break
the bonds of organizational inertia for everyone’s
benefit.
Having worked with dozens of client
companies from very small, singlestore family businesses, to the largest
retailers in our industry to implement
strategic selling system changes, I
believe that every one of the following
eight points are right on target.
There are eight main reasons why
companies, large and small, fail at
bringing new ideas to their businesses. Traditionally, about 90% of all
change initiatives fail to accomplish
their stated goals. Going forward,
however, furniture retailers are in a
unique position to succeed because of
recent changes in the economic environment.
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EIGHT MISTAKES
Here are the 8 mistakes most business owners make when attempting to
26
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implement any new business practice:

1.

Failure to Overcome
Complacent Behavior. This

is the one we all know well.
You tell people what you want, and
they shake their heads, and then go
back to doing what they always have
done. Just think of sales training. How
many training courses have you provided to your salespeople only to have
most of them change little or nothing
about the way they work? This is a
pattern experienced by most retailers.
The solution to the issue of employee
complacency is to show a high-level
sense of urgency to whatever strategic
changes you determine are needed.
It’s necessary to tell everyone what
you’re doing and why you’re doing it.
Tell them what you expect the outcome to be, and that you trust them to
do everything they can to help make it
happen. Tell them you’ll report to
them regularly with progress reports,
and be specific where numerical measurements are concerned. Give it all
to them in writing.

2.

Fail to Develop a Powerful
Guiding Coalition. Who

belongs to the guiding coalition in your company? This guiding
coalition talks-the-talk and walks-thewalk all day, every day, with no exceptions. They have to live and breathe
whatever new initiatives you develop

and initiate. When you train on selling
skills, your store managers have to
become fanatics about observing
changes in every salesperson’s behavior. And, they must use highly honed
coaching skills instead of “forcing.”
Likewise, you, the boss, has to be a
fanatic about them, too. This is part of
the challenge you face. The next mistake explains how this usually
becomes a problem.

3.

Underestimate the Power of
Vision. Your vision is person-

al to you, but defines your
“perfect” company. Your mission
statement is presented for the consumption of the people who work for
and with you. It’s something for them
to live up to, and is far more impor-

“Your Vision and by
extension your mission,
has to be a living thing in
everyone’s daily work.
Think of it like many
people think about
the writings in the Bible
or any religious text.”
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“Be very aware of what’s not right
in your organization, and address
these issues or they will become
obstacles to your action on the
selling side.”
tant than most owners know. I suggest
you consider not saying anything in
your mission statement that any other
retail furniture company can say – like
“being the best” or “selling high quality products.” If you want to enhance
the overall economic well-being and
quality of life for your family and
employees, perhaps the best way to
accomplish this goal is to improve the
quality of life for customers by helping
them to learn how to use your products to enhance the beauty and comfort of their homes. This includes helping them create more beautiful, comfortable and functional rooms using
your products. So, state those things.

4.

Under-Communicate Your
Vision. Kotter believes that

most leaders under-communicate their vision by a power of 10
times, 100 times, or 1,000 times.
That’s what is meant by talking-thetalk and walking-the-walk. Your
vision, and by extension your mission,
has to be a living thing in everyone’s
daily work. Think of it like many people think about the writings in the
Bible – or any religious text. The
“word” has been preached for thousands of years, and has been pretty
consistent over all that time. The point
is; the “vision” has provided the basis
for human action for millions of people for thousands of years because it’s
well communicated.
28
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5.

Permit Obstacles to Block
the Vision. Obstacles can

include anything from a dysfunctional computer system, to weak
back-end performance, to poor customer service. You’ll have to be very
aware of what’s not right in your
organization, and address these
issues or they will become obstacles to
your action on the selling side.
The typical thinking of the salespeople is; “Why are they picking on us
when everything else is screwed up?”

6.

Fail to Create Short-Term
Wins. You have to carefully

develop early expectations
and closely manage details down at
the salesperson/customer level, and
celebrate (really celebrate) each small
victory. Then, you have to leverage
these wins, keep them coming, and
communicate great results to everyone. Then, you have to continue to
talk-the-talk and walk-the-walk.

7.

Declare Victory Too Soon.

Many new initiatives take
longer than you think they
should to take hold. I’ve been down
this road many times with many furniture retailers who believed that when
training ended, the project was over.
Nothing you can do will kill all hope
of truly changing things than this mistake, and the next one. This is also
why you should make every attempt to

quantify the project using analytics to
put a value on the changes you want
to make. It’s important to inject a
sense of urgency and patience at the
same time.

8.

Neglect to Anchor the
Changes in the Company
Culture. This is part of the

declaring victory too soon syndrome. I
know from having had many longterm, multi-year projects over the last
35 years, that some of these changes
will take as long as a year to truly
become “the way we do things here.”
That is the ultimate goal for all such
projects – to effect permanent,
changes that become part of your
company culture to improve everyone’s performance forever.

IMPORTANT TAKE AWAY
Professor Cotter has, in recent
years, renamed the last two elements,
but the descriptions remain fundamentally unchanged, and the message is still applicable to our industry
and types of businesses.
In my view, the single most important take away from this is that most
furniture store owners, leaders, and
managers have not adopted a strategic approach to selling that lies on the
customer side of the process. It is the
side of the process that accounts for
what our customers are thinking and
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“Leverage
wins
keep them coming, and communicate great
trying to achieve. We are generally
good at developing merchandise
strategies, display strategies, advertising strategies – and implementing
them across time. We are generally
terrible at developing customer
engagement strategies, defining
them, and implementing them. The
truth is in the execution, not the development or the training process.
Customers are “moving” targets,
shifting needs, likes and dislikes, timing, and decision making. When a
salesperson is doing poorly, there is
almost never a documented strategic
selling process that everyone knows
and understands; one that begins and
ends in the customer’s home where

results to everyone. Then, you have to continue
to talk-the-talk and walk-the-walk.”
final satisfaction actually takes place.
There usually is no observation during
the customer engagement process to
be compared to an established model
of how things should be done.
Professional sports teams coach “inthe-game” – live coaching immediately following every play, reflecting
on the game-plan. It’s this kind of
sales management that defines strategic selling. You need to have a
defined
customer
engagement
process that allows for flexibility, but
follows a common thread from Hello

to Goodbye.
About Joe Capillo: Joe Capillo is a
41 year career veteran, experienced
in managing and consulting with furniture retail operations. He is also a
contributing editor for Furniture World
Magazine. Questions on any aspect
of this article or retail sales management, can be directed to Joe Capillo
at joefcap@gmail.com. See all of Joe
Capillo’s articles on Furniture World’s
information rich website at http://
furninfo.com/Authors/List.
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FOLLOW THROUGH

Six follow-up strategies to help you grow your furniture business.
Rene’ Johnston-Gingrich

O

ngoing workplace education and professional
development should be a
vital part of every retail furniture business. The implementation of a new training or professional development goal can, however, be challenging. That’s
because for most retailers,
finding the time and tools
to “fit in” additional work
can be a struggle.
It has happened to us all.
We go to a conference, listen to a speaker, attend a seminar, or
read a book. Inspired, we return to
work brimming with inspiration, motivation and creative ideas. The days
that follow may look something like
this:

Strategy 1 - Get Help: Engage a
partner or associate to help, get excited about the project and hold you
accountable. Create a support system
or committee. If you are an owner, ask
a manager to act as your support system. If you are a sales team member,
enlist other associates and help hold
each other accountable. Assembling
a team that is committed to the goal
will help to ensure that if an emergency arises or you take a day off,
there will still be accountability and
follow through so the implementation
of your project will not fall apart.

Day one: Share all we have learned

Strategy 2 -Schedule it: Create goals

C
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with anyone who will listen.

two: Share methodologies
regarding how to implement these
new strategies in the store.

Day

Day three: Get sidetracked by the

business of doing business. “New”
programs get put on the back burner.

Day four: Resolve to get the programs

underway.

Day five, six seven: Get excited, get
sidetracked, brainstorm implementa30
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tion, put out fires... fizzle, fizzle, fizzle.

HOW TO KEEP
INITIATIVES ON TRACK
Here are six follow-up strategies to
help you avoid having your initiatives
fizzle.

and structure timeframes around the
objective. These goals should be
ambitious but attainable. Make it a
habit.

Strategy 3 - Be patient: let it work.

Don’t expect immediate results. It will
take time to work out the bugs and get
into a new routine. Stick with it and
don’t let the next shiny thing distract
you from your mission. Also, in exercising patience be sure to keep true to
the new system. Don’t dilute it and
expect the same results.

Strategy 4 - Don't let a setback
derail you: Get back on track. There

will be times when you will be unable
to devote the time and energy to
move your initiative forward. If this
happens, get over it and get back on
track. Think of using the same advice
most fitness experts give when people
are trying to make lifestyle changes. If
you have a bad day, forgive yourself
and get back on track tomorrow.

Strategy 5 - Know when it is not
working: Let’s face it, sometimes new

ideas aren’t compatible with a retail
organization, the timing isn’t right, or
an initiative just doesn’t work.
Whether your idea is a change in policy, a system, or a technique used to
contact customers, the key here is to
be objective. When faced with a
choice to go forward with your plan or
reevaluate it, don’t just do the easy
thing, do the right thing.

Strategy 6 - Reward yourself and
others: When you reach a milestone

or achieve success, celebrate the
moment. Acknowledge it, announce it
and reward your team for their part in
this the effort..

ADDITIONAL TIPS
Typically, when retailers set a workplace goal, it falls into one of three
categories; a policy, a customer initiative or an idea.
Policies: You can set yourself up for
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“When you have the support of staff from the onset, your chances
for successful follow through are much greater.”
success when introducing a new policy by getting buy in. People are more
likely to respond positively if they are
given enough information to understand why an idea is a good one.
When you have the support of staff
from the onset, your chances for successful follow through are much
greater.
Customer Initiative: It is critical to
keep in touch with current customers
regarding the progress of any ongoing projects. You must respond to customer inquiries in a timely manner
and stay in touch with past and poten-

tial customers.
Use an efficient CRM (Customer
Relationship Management) System to
ensure referrals and repeat business.
Some great CRM’s are available
either as standalone programs or are
integrated into your furniture software
program. Combine this with a low
tech approach such as sending postcards to a different group of valued
customers once a week.

more progressive. This type
of initiative often takes the
form of an internal shift in
thought processes or
behaviors rather than a
procedural
change.
Journaling and setting specific goals and benchmarks
can be a beneficial way to
track progress in this area.

Ideas: Ideas and ideals can be diffi-

Whether it’s implementing a new system or
process, keeping in touch
with customers or sticking
true to your ideals, these
strategies will help you
achieve the desired results
of improving and growing
your business.

cult to measure. Perhaps you have
decided to abandon a supervisory
coaching style in favor of one that is

CONCLUSION
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About Rene' JohnstonGingrich: Rene' JohnstonGingrich is Vice President
of Training Development
for Profitability Consulting
Group, specializing in
delivering Design Trac: Design Skills
for Retail Sales People, and Sales Trac
III: In Home Selling. Rene’ has owned
and operated an interior design firm
for 17 years and now works with organizations to ensure they have the best
possible team environment.
She served as a regular columnist
for The Lewiston Tribune Business
Profile and is an adjunct faculty member of Lewis-Clark State College’s
Business Division. Rene' has a
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree in
Interior Planning and Design and a
Master’s Degree in Adult Education
and Human Resource Development.
Questions about this article or any
sales/design topic can be directed to
her at reneg@furninfo.com or call her
direct at 208-790-3594.
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Stressles by Ekornes
Nourison
Contact information on index page 64.

Contact information on index page 64.

Bugatti Design

Contact information on index page 64
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Legends

Contact information on index page 64.

Elran

Contact information on index page 64.

Mastercraft

Contact information on index page 64.
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Greenington

Contact information on index page 64.

Jaipur
Contact information on index page 64.

Douglas Casual Living
Contact information on index page 64.

Sunset International
Contact information on index page 64.
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Agio

Contact information on index page 64.

Capel Rugs

Contact information on index page 64.

Ashley

Contact information on index page 64.
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Borkholder Furniture

Contact information on index page 64.

Surya
Contact information on index page 64.
Contact information on index page 64.

Simply Amish
Contact information on index page 64.
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Eurodwell
Loloi
Contact information on index page 64.

Contact information on index page 64.

Woodworks

Contact information on index page 64.

Omnia
Contact information on index page 64.
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WHEN TO BRING IN THE

BIG GUNS

A retailer’s perspective on using an outside company to do a GOB,
inventory reduction, cash raising sale or other high impact promotion.
by David Benbow

N

eed an excuse to have a
“SALE? ” There are a lot
more reasons than you may
think. I’m not talking about
your regular, run-of-the-mill Labor
Day, or Memorial Day sale; or the
kind of sale that every retail furniture
and mattress store has every weekend. I’m talking about the kind of sale
where you call in a “liquidator.” This
is a company that comes in, sets up
your store, and runs the sale as a third
party manager, for the duration of the
sale event.
Companies who conduct these third
party sales often refer to these events
as “promotions,” primarily because
they can be framed or structured to
address a wide range of situations.
They also offer many other business
services, but for this article, we will
discuss “sales.”

WHY HAVE A SALE?
Some retailers think that the only
time to have this kind of sale is when
they are Going Out of Business (commonly referred to as a G.O.B.) But, as
any good liquidator will tell you, a
well-performed sale run by a competent third party, may be able to SAVE
you from going out of business. Cash
raising sales are a good example.
42
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Whatever the reason, crisis is all too
often the motive for the sale; and crisis is always accompanied with a set
of special problems, as we will discuss
in a few paragraphs.
Before I continue, I want to make
certain that whoever is reading this
does NOT think I am advertising for
liquidators. I am a retailer, and this
article is written for retailers by a
retailer, not a liquidator. In my 23
years in the retail business, I have
hired liquidators on several occasions, so I have some experience in
dealing with them. In the following
paragraphs, I will try to cover some of
the points that a retailer needs to think
about before hiring a liquidator.

WHEN SHOULD YOU
BRING IN A LIQUIDATOR?
Although it is certainly not the only
reason to hire a liquidator, the most
common reason a store owner would
consider a third party sale, is when he
is thinking about closing, for good.
My first suggestion is, don’t do a
Going-Out-of-Business sale by yourself, with your existing staff. GOB
sales should make you money, not be
the final nail in your proverbial coffin.
You should interview several liquidators. They are not hard to find. Many

advertise regularly in the furniture
trade magazines. Explain your situation to them. They will tell you if you
are a candidate for their services.
These companies are specialists. Most
of them are professionals. They know
what they are doing. Again, DON’T
do a GOB sale by yourself, with your
salespeople. It will fail.
“Cash raising sales” are another
good reason for hiring a liquidator. A
cash raising sale is an event to inject
some high voltage into plodding, faltering store performance and image.
The liquidator probably won’t call it a
“cash raising sale.” He’ll think of a
more compelling reason to entice
customers into your store. A well-executed sale can often double or triple a
store’s normal sales volume. If your
sale is not a retirement event, or a
GOB, and you intend to remain in

“When you conduct this
kind of sale, it is very
important to remember
the following fact. Your
competitors won’t like it.”
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the home furnishings industry
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We will set up
the store and
run the sale
as a third party
manager.

business, advise your liquidator to
plan the sale to ENHANCE your store
image, not degrade it.
When you conduct this kind of sale,
it is very important to remember the
following fact. Your competitors won’t
like it. It pulls business away from their
stores. They are going to try to make
it look like you are going out of business. This reality makes it very hard to
maintain your store’s image as a
“going concern.”

HOW TO FIND A GOOD
PROMOTION COMPANY?
Look for experience. There are
probably some sales going on, at this
moment, somewhere within 100 miles
of your store. Find out which company is conducting the sale.
Does the sale appear to be successful? It is a good idea to interview several liquidators before
making a decision. Make sure they
have a long record of successful
sales. Think twice before hiring somebody who is “just getting started in the
business.” He or she may charge you
a smaller commission, but are you
going to get the performance you

really need?

HOW OFTEN SHOULD
I HAVE A SALE?
Don’t overdo it. I can tell you that
when the sale is over, your sales volume will probably drop back to presale levels. In reaction to the suddenly lower revenue, the store owner’s
normal impulse is to “have another
sale!” Too many sales, too soon, will
destroy your store’s image, unless you
want to be thought of as some kind of
clearance house. Having too many
sales will also cause your customers to
become jaded. They won’t even come
in unless you are having some kind of
liquidation. Sales are good for primarily two reasons. One, to close
shop, liquidate your inventory and
walk away with as much cash as possible; and two, to jump start a business that is in the doldrums.
A sale will be more effective if you
are not competing with another ongoing sale at another store. Too many
sales in one town, too often, spoil the
market for everybody. Most experienced promotion companies will ask
you, in the interview, “When was the

Finding GREAT PEOPLE Is What We Do!
Furniture Team is your top talent recruiting solution! From mid-level managers to
top executives in retail, wholesale, and distribution--let us find the best candidates
for you. We will access, qualify, interview, evaluate, and secure potential candidates to help you get the best team possible.
• We work with home furnishings companies nationwide and abroad.
• We not only find great candidates for you, we can also assist in the offer/
negotiation and transition processes.
• We have worked with over 200 client companies in 10 years.

Furniture Team Management Recruiting, Inc.
Call Pete Tomeck today! 717-361-7858 • www.furniture-team.com • pete@furniture-team.com
"I put my name on the line with each placement!--Pete Tomeck, President - Member, SHRM
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Let’s say you have a store

“

currently averaging $125K per month in sales. Your
profit margin is 40 percent, leaving you with a gross
profit of $50K per month...”

last sale conducted in your town or
market area? ” Liquidators like what
they call “virgin territory,” meaning
that it has been a long time since the
local buyers were treated to a big
inventory liquidation event.

WHAT WILL THEY DO?
Not all liquidators are exactly alike.
That is why you should interview more
than one before making a decision.
(This, of course, assumes that you can
find a company willing to take the
assignment.) Remember, liquidation
companies do this to make money. It
can be a big commitment on their
part. They don’t want to waste money
and valuable employee time on an
unprofitable project.
What will they do? They will usually
do what you ask them to do. But, to
give a general idea, the normal protocol is as follows.

1.

They will probably want to
change the set-up of the showroom to be in line with their sales
methodology. This usually includes
papering the windows to create mystery and excitement for customers.
They will bring in other merchandise
that you do not normally carry. These
events can run for as long as 120
days, with high sales volume, and they
need to know that they can keep
inventory flowing in. Your store probably does not have enough inventory
on hand to supply a 4 month sale,
and some stores are on credit hold
with their vendors. They must have a
merchandise flow that they can rely
on.

2.

They will manage the sale. This
includes supervising all sales
efforts, designing advertising and promotion, merchandising, tagging,
inventory control, writing sales tickets

and collecting money, and re-ordering depleted inventory.

3.

They will bring in their own sales
people. Some companies may
include some of your sales staff, and
some may prefer not to. It probably
depends on the quality of your staff.
Either way, they will have their own
personnel on the floor and their salespeople will handle most of the store’s
traffic.

4.

In short, they will handle as
much of the store operation as
you ask them to do. It’s probably not
a very good idea, but the store owner
could probably take a vacation during
the liquidator’s tenure.

HOW MUCH WILL IT COST?
There are normally at least three or
four categories of cost to the store
owner.
First, unless some other arrangements are made, the liquidator usually charges a commission. This commission, as you would expect, is a
percentage of the total gross sales of
the store during the event. These fees
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“It isn’t unrealistic to see sales double (or more) in a promotional sales event.”
can vary, but fifteen percent is a ballpark figure.
Second, the store owner usually
pays for all advertising. Your advertising expense will be higher in a sale
than you are normally used to paying.
Some store owners are shocked at the
advertising cost. But, it has to be promoted, and if your sales volume
increases by 150 percent, the extra
cost is certainly justified.
Third, the store owner will normally
pay all the usual rent, utilities, warehouse and service employees, phone,
insurance etc. The usual “nut.”
Fourth, the store owner will normally pay for all of the new inventory
coming in. Since some stores are in
financial crisis at the outset of the
event, the liquidator may have ways to
work with you on this problem. Just
remember, the more expense and
trouble the liquidator has to assume,
the more money he will probably
charge.
Many readers will react; “Fifteen
percent? I only pay my salespeople
five percent! And, all those huge
advertising costs? And, having to buy
inventory that I don’t even recognize?
How could I possibly make money? ”
Keep reading.

CAN I REALLY MAKE
MONEY DOING THIS?
You can, if the sale is done professionally. This is why you carefully
review your goals, financial position
and store operations with the
prospective sales company. They want
you to make money and will work
within your ability to handle expenses
and operations. They may offer, if they
perceive a good possible return, to
assume all expenses, and give the
store owner a share of the sales, or
profits. Ask about all the options
offered.
Let’s look at an example. Let’s say
you have a store currently averaging
$125K per month in sales. Your profit margin is 40 percent, leaving you
with a gross profit of $50K per month.
Your total monthly expenses, which
include advertising of $12.5K, are
$45K per month. This leaves you with
a monthly net profit of $5,000. I don’t
know about you, but $5K per month is
not nearly enough compensation to
persuade me to assume the risk and
aggravation of running an operation
like this.
Now, you have a sale. It isn’t unrealistic to see sales double (or even
better) in a promotional sales event.

What is my
role during
the sale?

Let’s update our example. Your sales
now increase to $250K per month.
Your liquidator will probably guarantee you a certain average profit margin, and it is usually more than 40
percent, but let’s use that same figure
in this example. Now, your net is
$100K per month. The liquidator is
spending double your normal advertising budget, up to $25K per month.
He is charging 15 percent commission, which comes to $37.5K per
month. Add up your regular nut which
is 45K per month + an extra $12.5K
for additional advertising, and
$37.5K for sales fees and the answer
equals $95K per month, which leaves
you….(oops) $5K per month profit.
What happened here?
I included this example to show that
there are risks. That is why the store
owner is well advised to thoroughly
discuss his goals and situation with
the sales company, before jumping off
into a sale. The idea is to MAKE
MONEY, not break even, or worse,
lose money.

WHAT DOES THE SALES
COMPANY EXPECT?
If you’re still reading after that last
example, you may be wondering what
your role is in the sale. Your role is
pretty much whatever you want it to
be. The liquidator expects you to pay
him, first and foremost. He will expect
you to pay your store expenses to

“Remember, liquidation
companies do this to
make money. It can be
a big commitment on
their part.”
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WHEN TO BRING IN THE

BIG GUNS
keep the store open, and probably
pay for the additional advertising.
After that, it is between you and the
liquidator. Most store owners prefer to
watch sale in action (it is a good
learning experience) but, try not to get
in the way.
The sales company will ask you to
sign a contract that should clearly
define all the duties of both parties,
including payment and money handling.

chandise left over. What happens to
that? Again, discuss this before signing a contract.
If you resume normal operations,
carefully monitor both sales and customer attitudes to see if the sale truly
succeeded or failed. A short term 4
month profit can deteriorate into a
long-term loser if the sale is not done
professionally and carefully with the
store owner’s best interest in mind.

HOW LONG SHOULD
THE SALE LAST?

WHAT HAPPENS
AFTER THE SALE?

A final note about G.O.B. sales.
The whole point of a GOB is to make
money, not just unload a bunch of old
merchandise at deeply discounted
prices. That is why you need a professional to handle the job. If you are
closing shop, everyone on your sales
staff is looking for another job. They
will be un-motivated and un-productive. You cannot possibly win in that
situation.
Is it worth it? It has worked for some
and not for others. As with any venture, it depends a lot on the pre-planning, forecasting of possible sales,
and finding a liquidator who is looking out for your best interests.

Even if you are retiring, or going out
of business, most conscientious store
owners want to make sure their customers, many of whom are friends,
can be taken care of, if a problem,
such as warranty, crops up after the
store has closed. Some liquidators
offer customer care after the sale. Ask
your prospective liquidator about this
issue.
What about left-over inventory?
Since you have to be fully merchandised for the full length of the sale,
obviously, when you slam the door on
day 120, you will have a lot of mer-

About David Benbow: David
Benbow, a twenty-three year veteran
of the mattress and bedding industry,
is owner of Mattress Retail Training
Company offering retailers a full array
of retail guidance; from small store
management to training retail sales
associates (RSAs.) His many years of
hands-on experience as retail sales
associate, store manager, sales manager/ trainer and store owner of multiple stores in six different American
metropolitan areas qualifies him as an
expert in selling bedding at the retail
level. David is the author of the recent-

Most sales last anywhere from 30 to
120 days. Not many companies want
to go to the trouble for a 30 day sale,
but some will. Some states have a
statutory limit of 120 days on certain
sales, such as GOB sales. Most sales
will start slowing down significantly
after 120 days anyway. Four months is
an average life span. After that, your
signs and advertising become part of
the city’s “woodwork” in the eyes of
passing customers.
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SUMMARY

ly published book, “How to Win the
Battle for Mattress Sales, the Bed
Seller’s Manual”. This book is the first
to systematically present a complete,
organized, but easily read and understood text book for mattress and bedding retail sales associates, beginner
and experienced professional alike. It
is a complete training course in one
292 page book. The book can be purchased on-line at either http://www.
bedsellersmanual.com or www.mattressretailtraining.com.
He also offers hands-on training classes for retailers on a variety of subjects
and offers on-line classes that can be
downloaded from the websites mentioned above.
David can be contacted via e-mail
at dave@bedsellersmanual.com or in
person at 361-648-3775.

“As with any venture,
it depends a lot
on the pre-planning,
forecasting of possible
sales, and finding
a company that is
looking out for your
best interests.”
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Retail Operations

RISKY BUSINESS
Part 4: Your retail liability from online exposure.
by Stephen J. Wisocky

T

he Internet – that technological
wonder of World Wide communication has spun a whole new
“WEB” of liability exposures for
individuals and businesses. It’s a fact
that many retail furniture operations
haven’t thought about, but should.
Prior to 1984, computers were BIG,
costly central systems owned by large
companies. Remember COBOL or
Fortran?
Personal Computers (PCs) did not
exist except as games. Remember
playing Pong?
In 1982 the first PC was introduced
by IBM. Macintosh Apple followed in
1984. Today 75.6% of US households
own a PC. 30,000,000 pay their bills
via the Internet and 50,000,000 bank
online. Over 50 percent of the US
population shops and buys online
generating about $1 trillion in sales
yearly. Internet traffic in the US has,

the past 10 years, generated 12 trillion
emails. There are more than
150,000,000 websites internationally
that sell a product, distribute information or provide a service to 1.6 billion
people.
Today the news is full of stories
about threats directed against countries and large businesses including
media giants, financial institutions and
technology companies. And although
high level hackers may not be targeting your store specifically, you are still
at risk of loss from a number of internal and external exposures including:
Direct Damage or Destruction
of your systems software and
electronic data by outside sources.

These include fire, wind, vandalism,
flood, system malfunction, program
errors, employee error, or intentional
acts of others such as a Virus, Worm,
or Trojan Horse.
• Virus – A small piece of software
that piggybacks on real programs.
Once it is running, it can spread to
other programs and documents.

,increased 15 percent every year for in

• Worm – A small piece of software
that uses computer networks and
security holes to replicate itself.

• Trojan Horse – a computer program that claims to do one thing,
but actually does damage when it
is run.
In 2000, the ILOVEYOU virus
attacked hundreds of corporate computers at a cost of billions of dollars in
lost income and additional programming needs.
Loss of Income due to the
suspension of your business.

Your liability subsequent to damage
from outside sources is the cost to
reprogram and restore data. Also,
your system may be shut down due to
a Virus threat, Denial of Service
Attacks (system saturated with outside
requests causing it to be unresponsive), Mail Bombs (website receives
emails from a bogus source which
explode upon opening).
Recently a dealer’s website was vandalized by hackers who installed profane language. The site was shut down
for many days. $1,800,000 was the
cost to restore the site including loss of
income.
Loss of Market Share.

This could certainly result from the
suspension of your operations or bad

“Perhaps a disgruntled employee intentionally
acts maliciously by transmitting a virus to a
customer via your email system.”
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“One of your employees uses their personal
computer to access the company's customer
database which is then printed and sold
to a competitor or a computer hacker.”
publicity following a loss.
Remember Circuit City
?
In
September 2008, 6,000,000 Circuit
City credit card holders were notified
that computer files containing personal information was mistakenly thrown
out. Just recently Target lost credit and
debit card information for 40 million
customers, as well as the
names,
addresses, and phone numbers of
many more. The result was huge negative publicity for the retailer.

Property.

• One of your employees uses their
personal computer to access the
company's customer database.
The information is then sold to a
competitor or a computer hacker
who gains access to company files
and steals your software development programs.

Extortion.

• A hacker might scramble codes,
encrypt programs then hold your
data for ransom.
• One of your employees or someone else could demand money
under the threat of unleashing a
virus that would delete information
or release confidential information

Theft of a Customer's Personal Data.

In 2006 laptops were stolen from
three Sovereign Bank employees’
vehicles that contained customers’
personal data. The bank was forced
to advise thousands of customers that
their personal data was at risk.
Damage to Someone Else’s
Data or Software and
Subsequent Loss of Income.

What if your company accidentally
transmits a virus or faulty data to a
customer or supplier?
• Perhaps a disgruntled employee
intentionally acts maliciously by
transmitting a virus to a customer
via your email system.
• Or, your company's website that is
considered secure has its email
system infected by a virus. An
employee transmits this via email
to several customers. Those customers then file claims against you
for the cost of cleansing their systems.
Theft of Money or Intellectual
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Your employee

“

sends an email describing a certain customer
as a hot babe. In addition he expresses a
desire for a sexual relationship.”

over the Internet.

Infringement.

• Or, you might receive an email
claiming that the sender has penetrated your firewall and copied
customer’s credit card information.
The sender threatens to post the
information on the Internet unless
$1,000,000 is received within
hours.
Defamation.

• Employee sends an email to company officers questioning a vendor’s professionalism. The officers
distribute the email throughout the
company. After learning of this
email the vendor sues you alleging
defamation.
• You launch a new website that
includes unfavorable remarks
about one of your competitors.
The competitor then sues alleging
defamation.

• Your company posts files that contain copyrighted clip art on its web
page. The owner of the clip art
sues for infringement.
• You attempt to increase the hit
ratio on your website by listing several famous lines on the Meta tag
even though you do not represent
them. One of the lines sues for
trademark infringement.
Invasion of Privacy.

One of the nation's largest health
insurers inadvertently sent emails to
members containing confidential
medical and personal information of
other members. Lawsuit filed for millions of dollars alleging invasion of
privacy.
Harassment.

• An employee posts a joke on your

INSURANCE COMPANY
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POLICY NAMES

Ace

SafeCommerce, SafeEnterprise

AIG

netAdvantage

Arch

WebNet Protection

Chubb

ForeFront, SafetyNet, Intellectual
Property and Communications Liability

Gulf

Cyber Liability Plus

Hartford

FailSafe

Liberty Surplus

Internet Advantage

Lloyd’s

e-Comprehensive, Media Tech

Zurich

E-Risk Edge
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company's email that contains language that is offensive to female
employees. One of these employees then sues alleging workplace
harassment.
• Employee sends an email describing a certain customer as a hot
babe. In addition he expresses a
desire for a sexual relationship.
However, the fellow employee who
receives the email is not his friend
and he forwards the email to the
customer who then sues the company and employee for sexual
harassment.
Identity Theft.

Certainly last but not least, identity
theft is the most common exposure we
see. Criminals steal information about
a person to impersonate them and
acquire credit under their names. The
victims are then left with bad credit
ratings and the cost to repair the damage may be considerable.
According to 2008 estimates there
were 8.1 million victims of Identity
Theft in the United States which had a
$48 billion price tag. The average
number of hours spent to recover
from Identity Theft is 600.

HOW TO PROTECT
YOUR BUSINESS
Although the eRisk is still new to all
of us including the insurance industry
where coverage premiums currently
trend high due to the “UNKNOWN”
and lack of rate setting experience,
the standard of the industry is being
addressed by a few available
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endorsements:
- Identity Fraud Expense coverage
for homeowners policies.
- Electronic Commerce for business
policies.
- Electronic Data Liability for business policies.
See the table on the previous page
for a list of specialty carriers providing
E-Commerce policies.
Building a website can be simple
but the onslaught of exposures is not.
Be prepared, as you venture on to the
World Wide Web, realizing that the
liability exposures you face are still

emerging, evolving and complex.
I strongly suggest that you identify
your particular exposures and to get a
quote to determine the costs on this
type of insurance to cover those exposures and your ASSets!
About Stephen J. Wisocky: Stephen J.

Wisocky, Home Furnishings Insurance
Group President, has over 30 years of
experience as a property and casualty
insurance broker. He began with the
home furnishings industry in 1986.
In January 2004 Stephen created
HFIG whose mission is exceptional
service to the home furnishings industry with the most competitive and comprehensive insurance products.

For many years Stephen has been
the trusted insurance advisor for the
International Home Furnishings
Representatives Association (IHFRA),
Interior Design Society (IDS) and TriState Home Furnishings Association
(TSHFA). In 2011 he was named a
Dean of IHFRA, and earlier received
from TSHFA their President’s Award
given in recognition of his accomplishments and dedication to the industry.
See additional articles in Steve’s
“Risky Business” series at http://
furninfo.com/Series/RiskyBusiness.
Questions about this article or any
insurance related topic or issue can be
directed to Steve at 610-366-0105 or
email swisocky@hfig.net.
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Retail Success Stories

KANE’S FURNITURE
Success Story: A history of managing the bottom line.
by Janet Holt-Johnstone

S

ummer 2014, Central Florida.
With more than one million
square feet of furniture retail
space in eight major regional
markets, Kane’s Furniture, one of the
oldest and most respected home furnishings businesses in Florida, is
headquartered in Pinellas Park. Their
18 locations include Tampa, St.
Petersburg, Sarasota, Port Charlotte,
Ocala, Melbourne, Naples, Fort
Myers and Orlando. The stores stretch
for 300 miles along the Gulf of
Mexico. Kane’s is now the 43rd
largest furniture chain in the United
States.
Back in the beginning, 66 years
ago, the focus was a perceptive
strategic vision. In the spring of
1948, just three years after the conclusion of World War II, veteran and
young entrepreneur, Maurice A.
Rothman, founded Kane’s original
store. But, it was the right price and

it was perfectly placed on the corner
of 8th Street and Central in downtown
St. Petersburg. Location, location,
location! It quickly became the go-to
store for both locals and snowbirds.
Kane’s Furniture remained at this site
for 10 productive years.
A pragmatist as well as a business
mind and with intuitive foresight,
Maurice conjured up the name of his
retail creation. With a limited budget,
Kane, he reasoned, was a short
name. A name that could fit cost
effectively on a large sign. A keeper.
Inspiration, ambition and more
careful analysis led him to gather
momentum and spread his corporate
wings. He searched again for magical locations and re-discovered the
principals of clever conversion, this
time former food markets in
Clearwater, Madeira Beach, Lakeland
and Holiday Isle.
In another propitious springtime,

April 1958, he opened Kane’s
approximately 50,000 square foot
store in St. Petersburg. It became so
successful that Rothman closed all his
other smaller stores.
St. Petersburg’s triumph kicked off
construction in Tampa in 1963 and
10 years later Clearwater and New
Port Richey. In 1975, a store was
established in St. Petersburg North
and three years afterwards another in
Fort Myers. The year 1979 marked
the acquisition of Savon Furniture in
Sarasota, which operated as a division of Kane’s.
The following banner year was
highlighted by the arrival on the scene
of Irwin Novack, Kane’s present day
President and CEO.
Construction continued in 1986
with the appearance of the Pinellas

“With a limited budget,
the name Kane
Rothman reasoned,
could fit cost effectively
on a large sign.”
Pictured is the original
location on 8th Street and
Central Avenue, St. Petersburg
that became a go-to store for
both locals and snowbirds.
Far left is Irwin Novack,
Kane’s President & CEO.
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Advertising on the rails, closeouts headed for Kanes
North St. Petersburg store (above), plus the original
West Colonial, Orlando store sign.

“After assessing many
opportunities, he had
cleverly picked a
two-story converted
rooming house, a
walk-up, with no
air-conditioning.”

of the University of Massachusetts
Amherst in 1970, where he earned a
Bachelor of Arts degree in political
science. He continued his education
at Suffolk University Law School, and
was granted an MBA from the
University of Hartford in 1975. A former CPA, his business career officially
began in 1976 in Charlotte, North
Carolina, the heart of furniture country. Here he worked with Haskins and
Sells, once one of the “Big 8”
accounting firms. Important fact to
note, his wife Patti’s family was in the
furniture business.

Park Distribution Center and
Corporate Office and, a year later,
June 1987, the company’s next
acquisition was Kane’s of Orlando.
Port Charlotte and Ocala came on
the scene in 1992, Tampa, Orlando
and Melbourne in 1997. And in
2014, not only did Naples highlight
the corporate family but, in January,
Savon Furniture became Kane’s
Furniture in Sarasota, Fort Myers and
Port Charlotte.
Irwin Novack began to master the
business while working in operations
at Kane’s, absorbing everything he
could about the furniture industry with
the brilliant founder, Maurice
Rothman, as his mentor. Originally a
New Englander, Irwin was a graduate

When Irwin and Patti moved on to
their Pinellas County adventure, they
chose well both for career and
lifestyle. The Spaniards called the
area Punta Pinal, the Point of Pines,
while possibly seeking the fountain of
youth and displacing the original people, the Tocobaga Indians. They
swapped ownership with the British for
a few centuries but, in 1821 Spain
finally ceded Florida to the United
States. With a registered 361 days of
sunshine each year, the Pinellas
Peninsula was said to be “the healthiest spot on earth” by the American
Medical Society in the late 1800s. It’s
not surprising that the area became a
magnet then and now for tourists as
well as eager business folk of all sorts,
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and is still dubbed “one of America’s
most livable counties”.
The Novacks and their children,
Paige, Kim and Mark, and Kane’s
Furniture, too, have all grown and
thrived. Irwin’s remarkable decades at
Kane’s have highlighted his knack for
seizing the moment. He closely oversees the motivation and management
of Kane’s more than 800 employees
deployed throughout the spider-net of
locations. They’ve survived tough
times, said Novack, by “Knowing that
since it would be difficult to grow the
top line, we’ve closely managed the
bottom line, re-evaluating every
aspect of our business in the process.
It’s super-close management of dayto-day business.
“It has all been a process of learning, spread over my 40 years at
Kane’s. This latest economic turndown streamlined the business and
helped us to sharpen our skills. But
we survived, and the future looks
bright again.
“I believe it is important to pay
attention to business and to focus on
detail.”
Some of Novack’s inspiration
comes from extensive business travel
in both Europe and Asia.
Staff remuneration is managed
through commissions, bonuses and
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“Online sales were initiated
in 2013, managed by
internal staff, a response to
their customers, “to meet
their needs and increase
revenues.”

profit-sharing and Kane’s boasts
many long term employees. The
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company utilizes internal seminars
and workshops at each of the loca-

tions, as well as corporate gatherings
to keep in touch.
There are designers on staff and
independent local practitioners are
offered co-op privileges in all stores.
Beyond his executive duties,
Novack can often be found in various
leadership positions within the community. He’s given a great deal of his
time as a member of the board of
directors of many organizations.
Amongst them, the National Home
Furnishings Association, the Tampa
Bay Sports Commission, the Tampa
Bay Lightning Foundation and The
Vincent Lecavalier Foundation. Irwin
was a part of the ownership group of
Tampa Bay Lightning from 20082010.
He is the former chair and current
executive committee member of the
Pinellas Education Foundation. It’s a
highly respected coalition of business
and community leaders who work
together to improve the quality of
public education. The Foundation’s
vision is that every student will be prepared for life after high school
whether it’s their choice to attend college, to enter the workforce, or to
obtain technical training.
The Foundation advocates for public education reform, creates programs to improve student and teacher
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“So easy to use, it’s brainless!”
Best Furniture Point of Sale Software

The First and Only

Mac

POS
Furniture Software
The Best Bells & Whistles Found In Our PC Windows Software!
• Point of Sale, Order Entry.

• In House Financing Module.

• Automatic Inventory Reduction.

• Ashley Integration Partner.

• Automatic Purchase Orders.

• Web Site Development.

• Special Orders / Lay-A-Ways.

• Sell From Your Own Site.

• Customer Service Module.

• QuickBooks Integration.

• Email Blaster & Mailing List.

• Auto Bar Coding & Tags.

• Credit Card Processing.

• Much, Much More!

Love Your Mac POS Software!
VISIT US IN LAS VEGAS Bldg. C - 4th Floor
Call 800.884.0806
- Free Demo
See Us In Las Vegas
Retail Resource Center Building B1050
1731 Treyborne Circle, Commerce, MI 48390
www.CustomDesignSoftware.net • Jerryk@CustomDesignSoftware.net
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Kane’s offers a free Lifetime guarantee. The tag line
that’s reinforced in ads, its website, and on social
media is, “Quality so good it’s guaranteed for life.”
Below is Kane’s home page at www.kanesfurniture.com.
At right are YouTube videos featuring the guarantee and
educational “Tuesday Tips:”

“Customer service is a highly
refined art at Kane’s with its own
special methodologies and under
the surveillance of a customer
service personnel group.”
performance, and raises funds for
scholarships, grants and teacher
recognition.
Irwin has also been a frequent guest
lecturer at the Gus A Stavros Center
for Free Enterprise and Economic
Education at USF on a variety of topics related to business. As an advocate for education and children, he
has supported many local charities
including Junior Achievement, All
Children’s’ Hospital, Starting Right
Now, helping at risk teens, and he
was most recently appointed as a
founding member of the local board
of directors for the Positive Coaching
Alliance. The Alliance is a national
non-profit organization developing

“Better Athletes, Better People” by
working to provide all youth and high
school athletes with a positive, character building youth sports experience. They partner with schools and
youth sports groups, initiating and
sponsoring live workshops, on line
courses and e-communications.
When the 65,000 square foot
Naples location was recently opened,
publicity spoke of the introduction of
“new store design”. Certainly plenty of
elbow-room for fresh ideas. “We
work in conjunction with Interbrand
Out of Ohio on interior display and
layout and the ideas are a collaborative effort between the Kane’s team
and Interbrand. The Naples store is a

two-story showroom like all our
stores, but there is a new departmental layout. Some departments are
larger, like bedding, and many are
relocated. This design will allow our
shoppers to flow in and out of rooms
and allow for a more pleasant shopping experience. We’ve added 50
new team members to serve our customers here.”
Kane’s has a knack for catchy promotions and the opening of North
Naples kicked off with an invitation to
previous customers and special guests
to preview the chic showroom; they
received a choice of gifts for attending. And a sporty highlight, they were
offered an opportunity to “roll the

Operations Productivity
a

Warehouse Growth
Perfect Delivery & Service
Tight Internal Controls

Call The Bolger Group 740-503-8875
Warehouse • Delivery • Transportation Management Consultants

Daniel C. Bolger • www.bolgergroup.com • dbolger@bolgergroup.com

Stop Playing
Catch-Up & Start
Getting Ahead!
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“The Naples store is a two-story showroom
like all our stores, but there is a new
departmental layout. Some departments
are larger, like bedding, and many are
relocated.”

KANE’S FURNITURE
Kane’s Furniture dice” for a chance to
win $50,000 in cash.
The following evening a community
wide Grand Opening took place from
6 p.m. to midnight. This time guests
were again invited to “roll the dice”,
this time for a reward of $25,000.
Additionally, guests could enter to win
a $10,000 grand prize shopping
spree and a second chance at a
$2,000 shopping spree.
All guests could register to win furniture prizes including living rooms,
bedroom and dining room sets, plus
mattress giveaways.
While Kane’s staff is integral to the
management of promotions, they do
“rely heavily on our advertising
agency”.
Promotions excite the attention of a
wide demographic of consumers and
Kane’s also utilizes all the usual methods of communication, advertising,
public relations, the Internet, social
media, print, television, radio and
direct mail.
Online sales were initiated in 2013,
managed by internal staff, a response
to their customers, “to meet their
needs and increase revenues”.
Customer service is a highly refined
art at Kane’s with its “own special

Photos of original East Colonial Store, Orlando at left and the
store today.

methodologies” and under the surveillance of a customer service personnel group. Expert furniture repair
is also a point of pride. And delivery,
too, sports all the bells and whistles,
with Kane’s own fleet of trucks, white
glove service and uniformed staff.
It can certainly be said that Kane’s

Shown are some of
Kane’s promotions on
Facebook and it’s
Pinterest Boards.

highly noticeable and effective top
spin has been their banner of community involvement over the decades.
On their excellent website they invite
readers to join them and “find a cause
that interests you. Beauty can be seen
in many forms, not just furniture, and
we can all contribute.”
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ADVERTISER & DESIGN EDITORIAL INDEX & CONTACT INFORMATION
COMPANY

TELEPHONE

3Dream.net
Accellos
Agio
All American Furniture Expo
Ashley Furniture
Bolger Group Consulting
Borkholder
Broyhill Furniture
Bugatti Design
Capel Rugs
Chairtech
Cory Home Delivery
Custom Design Software
Douglas
Ekornes
Elran
Furniture Team
Furniture Wizard
Furniture World Subscription
Genesis Software
Greenington
Heritage Home
Jaipur Rugs
JS Sanders
Karel Exposition Management

800-449-9984
866-325-0015
800-416-3511
717-393-6466
608-323-3377
740-503-8875
574-773-4083
800-327-6944
514-328-6760
800-382-6574
416-449-4491
201-795-1000
800-884-0806
909-930-9891
732 302 0097
800-361-6546
717-361-7858
619-869-7200
914-235-30095
509-536-4739
253-867-5460
800-327-6944
404-351-2360
845-378-4832
305-792-9990
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EMAIL

PAGE#

info@spaceplanning.com
53
PSIinfo@accellos.com
32
alicia@obrienetal.com
27
allamericanfurniture@comcast.net
12
www.ashleyfurniture.com
3, 4, 5
dbolger@bolgergroup.com
60
nkline@kountrywood.com
11
guarantee@heritagehome.com
14-15
enzo@bugattidesign.com
34
arobertson@capel.net
37
michael@chairtech.ca
39
patrickcory@corycompanies.com
43
jerryk@customdesignsoftware.net
59
rhalsten@hotmail.com
36
beverly.kastel@ekornes.com
34
erica@elran.com
35
pete@furnitureteam.com
44
marty@furniturewizard.com
62-63
russ@furninfo.com
10
crystal@ @genesisadvantage.com
55
yang@greenington.com
36
www.heritagehome.com
14, 15, C4
info@jaipurrugs.com
C1, 40-41
info@sanderscollection.com
29
info@kemexpo.com
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COMPANY

TELEPHONE

EMAIL

PAGE#

Lane Furniture
Legends Furniture
Loloi Rugs
Lynch Sales
Mastercraft
Mexico Int’l Furniture Market
Nourison
Nouveau Concept
Ohio Hardwood Furn. Guild
OKINUS
Omnia Leather
PFP
PROFITSystems
Simply Amish
Slit Tags
STORIS
Sunset International Trade
Surya
TD Retail Card Services
TruckSkin
Tupelo Furniture Market
UltraSales
Violino
Whittier Wood Furniture
Woodworks

800-327-6944
guarantee@heritagehome.com
C4
623-931-6500
cs@buylegends.info
35
972-503-5656
hdamavandi@loloirugs.com
33
800-824-2238
dlynch@furninfo.com
30
909-930-9891
rhalsten@hotmail.com
35
+52(33)3343 3400 expos@afamjal.com.mx
49
201-368-6900
thomas.itty@nourison.com
34
800-465-0716
info@nouveauconcept.com
21
877-643-8824
51
855-330-3958
wwalton@okinus.com
25
909-393-4400
anthony@omnialeather.com
9
800-472-5242
tliddell@pfpromotions.com
C3, 47
866-325-0015
PSIinfo@accellos.com
31
217-268-4504
kkauffman@simplyamish.com
38
914-235-3095
russ@furninfo.com
57
888-478-6747
sales@storis.com
17
800-205-1002
mbilici@sunsetfurniture.us
36
706-625-4823
satya.tiwari@surya.com
C2, 1, 6, 7
866-729-7072 ext 3008
23
877-866-7546
joe@truckskin.com
64
662-842-4442 http://www.tupelofurnituremarket.com
19
303-530-5366
lmullins@ultrasales.com
46
336-889-6623
www.violino.com.hk
38
800-653-3336
barofskc@whittierwood.com
18
604-850-7414
Audrey@woodworks.ca
39
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